
Logistics and Transportation Trends (Masters of Logistics)” 
suggest that more companies are realizing that there are 
solutions within reach to meet the customer’s evolving 
desire for good service through intelligent transportation 
management systems.
406 domestic and global logistics, transportation, and 
supply chain professionals participated in the survey, 
offering insights on trends and issues relevant to business. 
Participants accounted for an estimated $21 billion in
domestic transportation expenditures.
The survey shows that unlike 2016 where more companies 
focused on reducing cost as a primary objective, 
respondents this year were almost equally focused on 
increasing customer service (31.3%, compared to 30.9% for 
reducing costs).  However, further survey answers indicate 
that, for a number of companies, there is a large gap 
between their strategic focus and taking the necessary 
steps to employ new models to reach towards the goal.
For example, companies that focus on cost leadership 
strongly agreed that transportation is strategically 
important to them.  However, they diverge on for elements 
that would provide the organizational structure, such as 
working together with transportation service providers to 
uncover working process that could refine and optimize to 
bring about better economies of service.
Seeing that disparity is alarming when the companies at 
the top of new retail models have taken the lead position 
after an Amazon-inspired business transformation has 
taken place.  A company not taking the plunge means 
another 12 months of relying on their customers to make 

decisions on a commodity price basis only.

Quantifying the Return on Innovation
For example, of the study participants that represented retail, 54.5% reported that they’re 
currently working on implementing an omni-channel supply chain structure.  An
omni-channel supply chain uses a central stock pool to control pricing, fulfillment, sales and 
ordering, whether from web or brick & mortar orders, franchises or mobile orders.  Retail 
companies are by no means the only affected group, as the impact of an omni-channel 
supply chain is being felt by multiple upstream supply chain partners.
The study results show that the top challenges being faced by companies included supply 
chain analytics to gain necessary insights, and system wide inventory management and 
control.   Transportation directly influences a company’s ability to meet several of these 
challenges—most notably the service and cost factors.
An inference can be made by the study that as improvements to speed of delivery and other 
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shipping comforts becomes more important in a digital economy, companies along with 
their transportation service providers must be able to quantify the cost and value of 
increasing these service improvements.  Yet understanding these cost considerations for 
innovation should rely heavily on business data.  It is only by reliable and relevant historical 
data that we can uncover the value associated with increasing service levels or capabilities, 
and how it impacts revenue.
New Focus on Service Delivery
This evolution in “order qualifier and order winner,” respectively has a relationship with the 
recent unity observed in the on-time (OT) and in-full (IF) metrics of late.  OTIF performance 
has therefore been a more critical and more granular measurement.
As businesses concern themselves on the issues guiding how transportation can be a 
significant portion of the price of a product through the cost of goods sold, there’s a 
dramatic shift in the percent of spend for outbound transportation flows direct to consumer 
from different points in the supply chain.
There is some good news with regard to service. In general, service has improved for 
over-the-road transportation. Both truckload (TL) and less-than truckload (LTL) posted 
impressive improvements in on time deliveries and correct invoices.
In 2016, direct to consumer flows accounted for 37.7% of the transportation expense. For 
2017 that percentage increased dramatically to 46.2 %.  As a result we no longer have the 

option of staying with the 
current business models.  
Businesses that depend on 
transportation must change the 
way they think about their 
business process, and reassess 
their perceived roadblocks to 
innovate in order to stay 
competitive on both dimensions 
of service and cost.
This potential comes from the 
adoption of modern automation 
and visibility tools.  Automation 
tools can cover packaging 
palletizing.  Visibility tools, 
however, can provide the 
real-time view into the lifecycle 

of freight— from quote-to-invoice—to provide the data to manage exception and prevent 
errors.   Visibility tools integrated across all transportation properties provides fast ways to 
optimize and gain visibility into all shipments, from LTL, volume, full truckload, at the lowest 
cost model.
A firms’ supply chain capabilities are being transformed by technology, enabling them to 
serve a much wider set of customers on the cost/service spectrum.  If the price point is too 
high, a customer may chose a slower delivery option that is made newly available due to 
innovations in the company’s supply chain model.

We believe that the successful cases will belong to companies that utilize their supply chains 
to turn the impossible into possible.  And to enable these ideas, technology providers must 
offer the solutions to access the data from the field.  Many field transportation solution 
providers turn to multifunction PCs to enable this first step.  Onboard vehicle systems based 
on industry standard x86 architecture can provide the connectivity options to both analyze 
data at the edge and transmit the data to the cloud in real time.

If you have projects this year for transportation management system (TMS) integration to 
enable new ideas and discover new economies in delivery services, see Advantech iLogistics 
Solutions.    It’s all just around the corner.

10%+ Increase in Productivity & Cost Efficiency
          • Rugged Vehicle-Grade Design for harsh vehicle operation
          • NFC & CAN Bus for asset monitoring
          • WLAN and 4G LTE for real-time connectivity to the Cloud

20%+ Accident Reduction by Advanced Driver Assistance System
          • Intelligent video analytics for driver behavior coaching
          • Intelligent voice recognition system to eliminate driver distractions
          • In-Vehicle Surveillance & TPMS for accident prevention

SUPPLY CHAIN TRANSFORMATION TO
RELY ON TECHNOLOGY DEPLOYMENT
Few companies that rely on transportation are poised to address 
the technology hurdles to stay competitive, says industry survey.

A recent survey shows that, whether you own your own fleet or not, you are probably still 
weighing the costs and rewards of adopting supply chain technology innovations.  Such as 
with other business technology jump-off points like IoT and Big Data, businesses are also 
struggling to adopt the next generation supply chain, despite common understanding that it 
will prove to be both profitable and ensure future competitiveness.
Gladly, there are some good trends to follow.  Results from the “26th Annual Study of 
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A recent survey shows that, whether you own your own fleet or not, you are probably still 
weighing the costs and rewards of adopting supply chain technology innovations.  Such as 
with other business technology jump-off points like IoT and Big Data, businesses are also 
struggling to adopt the next generation supply chain, despite all being in alignment that it 
will prove to be both profitable and ensure future competitiveness.
Gladly, there are some good trends to follow.  Results from the “26th Annual Study of 

Logistics and Transportation Trends (Masters of Logistics)” 
suggest that more companies are realizing that there are 
solutions within reach to meet the customer’s evolving 
desire for good service through intelligent transportation 
management systems.
406 domestic and global logistics, transportation, and 
supply chain professionals participated in the survey, 
offering insights on trends and issues relevant to business. 
Participants accounted for an estimated $21 billion in 
domestic transportation expenditures.
The survey shows that unlike 2016, when more companies, 
focused on reducing cost as a primary objective, 2017 
respondents were almost equally focused on increasing 
customer service (31.3%, compared to 30.9% for reducing 
costs).  However, further survey answers indicate that, for a 
number of companies, there is a large gap between their 
strategic focus and taking the necessary steps to employ 
new models to reach towards the goal. For example, 
companies that focus on cost leadership strongly agreed 
that transportation is strategically important to them.  
However, they diverge on what elements would provide 
the organizational structure, such as working together with 
transportation service providers to uncover working 
process that could refine and optimize to bring about 
better economies of service.
Seeing that disparity is alarming when the companies at 
the top of new retail models have taken the lead position 
after an Amazon-inspired business transformation has 
taken place.  A company not taking the plunge means 
another 12 months of relying on their customers to make 

decisions on a commodity price basis only.

Quantifying the Return on Innovation
For example, of the study participants that represented retail, 54.5% reported that they’re 
currently working on implementing an omni-channel supply chain structure.  An 
omni-channel supply chain uses a central stock pool to control pricing, fulfillment, sales and 
ordering, whether from web or brick & mortar orders, franchises or mobile orders.  Retail 
companies are by no means the only affected group, as the impact of an omni-channel 
supply chain is being felt by multiple upstream supply chain partners.
The study results show that the top challenges being faced by companies included supply 
chain analytics to gain necessary insights, and system wide inventory management and 
control.   Transportation directly influences a company’s ability to meet several of these 
challenges—most notably the service and cost factors.
An inference can be made by the study that as improvements to speed of delivery and other 
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shipping comforts becomes more important in a digital economy, companies along with 
their transportation service providers must be able to quantify the cost and value of 
increasing these service improvements.  Yet understanding these cost considerations for 
innovation should rely heavily on business data.  It is only by reliable and relevant historical 
data that we can uncover the value associated with increasing service levels or capabilities, 
and how it impacts revenue.
New Focus on Service Delivery
This evolution in “order qualifier and order winner,” respectively has a relationship with the 
recent unity observed in the on-time (OT) and in-full (IF) metrics of late.  OTIF performance 
has therefore been a more critical and more granular measurement.
As businesses concern themselves on the issues guiding how transportation can be a 
significant portion of the price of a product through the cost of goods sold, there’s a 
dramatic shift in the percent of spend for outbound transportation flows direct to consumer 
from different points in the supply chain.
There is some good news with regard to service. In general, service has improved for 
over-the-road transportation. Both truckload (TL) and less-than truckload (LTL) posted 
impressive improvements in on time deliveries and correct invoices.
In 2016, direct to consumer flows accounted for 37.7% of the transportation expense. For 
2017 that percentage increased dramatically to 46.2 %.  As a result we no longer have the 

option of staying with the 
current business models.  
Businesses that depend on 
transportation must change the 
way they think about their 
business process, and reassess 
their perceived roadblocks to 
innovate in order to stay 
competitive on both dimensions 
of service and cost.
This potential comes from the 
adoption of modern automation 
and visibility tools.  Automation 
tools can cover packaging 
palletizing.  Visibility tools, 
however, can provide the 
real-time view into the lifecycle 

of freight— from quote-to-invoice—to provide the data to manage exception and prevent 
errors.   Visibility tools integrated across all transportation properties provides fast ways to 
optimize and gain visibility into all shipments, from LTL, volume, full truckload, at the lowest 
cost model.
A firms’ supply chain capabilities are being transformed by technology, enabling them to 
serve a much wider set of customers on the cost/service spectrum.  If the price point is too 
high, a customer may chose a slower delivery option that is made newly available due to 
innovations in the company’s supply chain model.

We believe that the successful cases will belong to companies that utilize their supply chains 
to turn the impossible into possible.  And to enable these ideas, technology providers must 
offer the solutions to access the data from the field.  Many field transportation solution 
providers turn to multifunction PCs to enable this first step.  Onboard vehicle systems based 
on industry standard x86 architecture can provide the connectivity options to both analyze 
data at the edge and transmit the data to the cloud in real time.

If you have projects this year for transportation management system (TMS) integration to 
enable new ideas and discover new economies in delivery services, see Advantech iLogistics 
Solutions.    It’s all just around the corner.

10%+ Increase in Productivity & Cost Efficiency
          • Rugged Vehicle-Grade Design for harsh vehicle operation
          • NFC & CAN Bus for asset monitoring
          • WLAN and 4G LTE for real-time connectivity to the Cloud

20%+ Accident Reduction by Advanced Driver Assistance System
          • Intelligent video analytics for driver behavior coaching
          • Intelligent voice recognition system to eliminate driver distractions
          • In-Vehicle Surveillance & TPMS for accident prevention
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A recent survey shows that, whether you own your own fleet or not, you are probably still 
weighing the costs and rewards of adopting supply chain technology innovations.  Such as 
with other business technology jump-off points like IoT and Big Data, businesses are also 
struggling to adopt the next generation supply chain, despite all being in alignment that it 
will prove to be both profitable and ensure future competitiveness.
Gladly, there are some good trends to follow.  Results from the “26th Annual Study of 

Logistics and Transportation Trends (Masters of Logistics)” 
suggest that more companies are realizing that there are 
solutions within reach to meet the customer’s evolving 
desire for good service through intelligent transportation 
management systems.
406 domestic and global logistics, transportation, and 
supply chain professionals participated in the survey, 
offering insights on trends and issues relevant to business. 
Participants accounted for an estimated $21 billion in
domestic transportation expenditures.
The survey shows that unlike 2016 where more companies 
focused on reducing cost as a primary objective, 
respondents this year were almost equally focused on 
increasing customer service (31.3%, compared to 30.9% for 
reducing costs).  However, further survey answers indicate 
that, for a number of companies, there is a large gap 
between their strategic focus and taking the necessary 
steps to employ new models to reach towards the goal.
For example, companies that focus on cost leadership 
strongly agreed that transportation is strategically 
important to them.  However, they diverge on for elements 
that would provide the organizational structure, such as 
working together with transportation service providers to 
uncover working process that could refine and optimize to 
bring about better economies of service.
Seeing that disparity is alarming when the companies at 
the top of new retail models have taken the lead position 
after an Amazon-inspired business transformation has 
taken place.  A company not taking the plunge means 
another 12 months of relying on their customers to make 

decisions on a commodity price basis only.

Quantifying the Return on Innovation
For example, of the study participants that represented retail, 54.5% reported that they’re 
currently working on implementing an omni-channel supply chain structure.  An
omni-channel supply chain uses a central stock pool to control pricing, fulfillment, sales and 
ordering, whether from web or brick & mortar orders, franchises or mobile orders.  Retail 
companies are by no means the only affected group, as the impact of an omni-channel 
supply chain is being felt by multiple upstream supply chain partners.
The study results show that the top challenges being faced by companies included supply 
chain analytics to gain necessary insights, and system wide inventory management and 
control.   Transportation directly influences a company’s ability to meet several of these 
challenges—most notably the service and cost factors.
An inference can be made by the study that as improvements to speed of delivery and other 
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shipping comforts becomes more important in a digital economy, companies along with 
their transportation service providers must be able to quantify the cost and value of 
increasing these service improvements.  Yet understanding these cost considerations for 
innovation should rely heavily on business data.  It is only by reliable and relevant historical 
data that providers can uncover the value associated with increasing service levels or 
capabilities, and how it impacts revenue.
New Focus on Service Delivery
This evolution in “order qualifier and order winner,” respectively has a relationship with the 
recent unity observed in the on-time (OT) and in-full (IF) metrics of late.  OTIF performance 
has therefore been a more critical and more granular measurement.
As businesses concern themselves on the issues guiding how transportation can be a 
significant portion of the price of a product through the cost of goods sold, there’s a 
dramatic shift in the percent of spend for outbound transportation flows direct to consumer 
from different points in the supply chain.
There is some good news with regard to service. In general, service has improved for 
over-the-road transportation. Both truckload (TL) and less-than truckload (LTL) posted 
impressive improvements in on time deliveries and correct invoices.
In 2016, direct to consumer flows accounted for 37.7% of the transportation expense. For 
2017 that percentage increased dramatically to 46.2 %.  As a result we no longer have the 

option of staying with the 
current business models.  
Businesses that depend on 
transportation must change the 
way they think about their 
business process, and reassess 
their perceived roadblocks to 
innovate in order to stay 
competitive on both dimensions 
of service and cost.
This potential comes from the 
adoption of modern automation 
and visibility tools.  Automation 
tools can cover packaging and 
palletizing.  Visibility tools, 
however, can provide the 
real-time view into the lifecycle 

of freight— from quote-to-invoice—to provide the data to manage exception and prevent 
errors.   Visibility tools integrated across all transportation properties provides fast ways to 
optimize and gain visibility into all shipments, from LTL, volume, full truckload, at the lowest 
cost model.
A firms’ supply chain capabilities are being transformed by technology, enabling them to 
serve a much wider set of customers on the cost/service spectrum.  If the price point is too 
high, a customer may chose a slower delivery option that is made newly available due to 
innovations in the company’s supply chain model.

We believe that the successful cases will belong to companies that utilize their supply chains 
to turn the impossible into possible.  And to enable these ideas, technology providers must 
offer the solutions to access the data from the field.  Many field transportation solution 
providers turn to multifunction PCs to enable this first step.  Onboard vehicle systems based 
on industry standard x86 architecture can provide the connectivity options to both analyze 
data at the edge and transmit the data to the cloud in real time.

If you have projects this year for transportation management system (TMS) integration to 
enable new ideas and discover new economies in delivery services, see Advantech iLogistics 
Solutions.    It’s all just around the corner.

10%+ Increase in Productivity & Cost Efficiency
          • Rugged Vehicle-Grade Design for harsh vehicle operation
          • NFC & CAN Bus for asset monitoring
          • WLAN and 4G LTE for real-time connectivity to the Cloud

20%+ Accident Reduction by Advanced Driver Assistance System
          • Intelligent video analytics for driver behavior coaching
          • Intelligent voice recognition system to eliminate driver distractions
          • In-Vehicle Surveillance & TPMS for accident prevention
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A recent survey shows that, whether you own your own fleet or not, you are probably still 
weighing the costs and rewards of adopting supply chain technology innovations.  Such as 
with other business technology jump-off points like IoT and Big Data, businesses are also 
struggling to adopt the next generation supply chain, despite all being in alignment that it 
will prove to be both profitable and ensure future competitiveness.
Gladly, there are some good trends to follow.  Results from the “26th Annual Study of 

Logistics and Transportation Trends (Masters of Logistics)” 
suggest that more companies are realizing that there are 
solutions within reach to meet the customer’s evolving 
desire for good service through intelligent transportation 
management systems.
406 domestic and global logistics, transportation, and 
supply chain professionals participated in the survey, 
offering insights on trends and issues relevant to business. 
Participants accounted for an estimated $21 billion in
domestic transportation expenditures.
The survey shows that unlike 2016 where more companies 
focused on reducing cost as a primary objective, 
respondents this year were almost equally focused on 
increasing customer service (31.3%, compared to 30.9% for 
reducing costs).  However, further survey answers indicate 
that, for a number of companies, there is a large gap 
between their strategic focus and taking the necessary 
steps to employ new models to reach towards the goal.
For example, companies that focus on cost leadership 
strongly agreed that transportation is strategically 
important to them.  However, they diverge on for elements 
that would provide the organizational structure, such as 
working together with transportation service providers to 
uncover working process that could refine and optimize to 
bring about better economies of service.
Seeing that disparity is alarming when the companies at 
the top of new retail models have taken the lead position 
after an Amazon-inspired business transformation has 
taken place.  A company not taking the plunge means 
another 12 months of relying on their customers to make 

decisions on a commodity price basis only.

Quantifying the Return on Innovation
For example, of the study participants that represented retail, 54.5% reported that they’re 
currently working on implementing an omni-channel supply chain structure.  An
omni-channel supply chain uses a central stock pool to control pricing, fulfillment, sales and 
ordering, whether from web or brick & mortar orders, franchises or mobile orders.  Retail 
companies are by no means the only affected group, as the impact of an omni-channel 
supply chain is being felt by multiple upstream supply chain partners.
The study results show that the top challenges being faced by companies included supply 
chain analytics to gain necessary insights, and system wide inventory management and 
control.   Transportation directly influences a company’s ability to meet several of these 
challenges—most notably the service and cost factors.
An inference can be made by the study that as improvements to speed of delivery and other 

shipping comforts becomes more important in a digital economy, companies along with 
their transportation service providers must be able to quantify the cost and value of 
increasing these service improvements.  Yet understanding these cost considerations for 
innovation should rely heavily on business data.  It is only by reliable and relevant historical 
data that we can uncover the value associated with increasing service levels or capabilities, 
and how it impacts revenue.
New Focus on Service Delivery
This evolution in “order qualifier and order winner,” respectively has a relationship with the 
recent unity observed in the on-time (OT) and in-full (IF) metrics of late.  OTIF performance 
has therefore been a more critical and more granular measurement.
As businesses concern themselves on the issues guiding how transportation can be a 
significant portion of the price of a product through the cost of goods sold, there’s a 
dramatic shift in the percent of spend for outbound transportation flows direct to consumer 
from different points in the supply chain.
There is some good news with regard to service. In general, service has improved for 
over-the-road transportation. Both truckload (TL) and less-than truckload (LTL) posted 
impressive improvements in on time deliveries and correct invoices.
In 2016, direct to consumer flows accounted for 37.7% of the transportation expense. For 
2017 that percentage increased dramatically to 46.2 %.  As a result we no longer have the 

option of staying with the 
current business models.  
Businesses that depend on 
transportation must change the 
way they think about their 
business process, and reassess 
their perceived roadblocks to 
innovate in order to stay 
competitive on both dimensions 
of service and cost.
This potential comes from the 
adoption of modern automation 
and visibility tools.  Automation 
tools can cover packaging 
palletizing.  Visibility tools, 
however, can provide the 
real-time view into the lifecycle 

of freight— from quote-to-invoice—to provide the data to manage exception and prevent 
errors.   Visibility tools integrated across all transportation properties provides fast ways to 
optimize and gain visibility into all shipments, from LTL, volume, full truckload, at the lowest 
cost model.
A firms’ supply chain capabilities are being transformed by technology, enabling them to 
serve a much wider set of customers on the cost/service spectrum.  If the price point is too 
high, a customer may chose a slower delivery option that is made newly available due to 
innovations in the company’s supply chain model.

We believe that the successful cases will belong to companies that utilize their supply chains 
to turn the impossible into possible.  And to enable these ideas, technology providers must 
offer the solutions to access the data from the field.  Many field transportation solution 
providers turn to multifunction PCs to enable this first step.  Onboard vehicle systems 
based on industry standard x86 architecture can provide the connectivity options to both 
analyze data at the edge and transmit the data to the cloud in real time for analysis.

If you have projects this year for transportation management system (TMS) integration to 
enable new ideas and discover new economies in delivery services, see Advantech iLogistics 
Solutions.    Unlocking goods tracking and efficiency insights originates with vehicle data.

10%+ Increase in Productivity & Cost Efficiency
• Rugged Vehicle-Grade Design for harsh vehicle operation
• NFC & CAN Bus for asset monitoring
• WLAN and 4G LTE for real-time connectivity to the Cloud

20%+ Accident Reduction by Advanced Driver Assistance System
• Intelligent video analytics for driver behavior coaching
• Intelligent voice recognition system to eliminate driver distractions
• In-Vehicle Surveillance & TPMS for accident prevention
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